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Descriptive Summary
Title: Norman McKnight ephemera
Dates: n.d.
Collection number: McKnight
Creator: McKnight, Norman
Creator: Philoxinia Press
Collection Size: One Folder.
Repository: The Book Club of California
San Francisco, CA 94108
Abstract: Letterpress Ephemera from Philoxinia Press
Languages: Languages represented in the collection: English
Access
Collection is open for research.

Publication Rights
The Book Club of California has not been assigned copyright of the collection. Requests for permission to publish or quote must be submitted in writing to the Club Librarian and pertains only to the use of the physical item. For materials still under copyright, users are also responsible for obtaining permission from the rights holder.

Preferred Citation
Norman McKnight ephemera, McKnight, The Book Club of California, San Francisco, CA.

Acquisition Information
Gift from Printer.

Contents of Collection
Two small letterpress cards.

Indexing Terms
The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the library's online public access catalog.
Philoxenia Press
McKnight, Norman